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THE ACADEMY OF ACCOUNTING HISTORIANS
Upcoming Events
Academy of Accounting Historians
2005 Annual Conference
October 6-8, 2005
Columbus, Ohio

Administrative Coordinator:
Kathy Rice
Academy of Accounting Historians Culverhouse
School of Accountancy
The University of Alabama
Box 870220
Tuscaloosa AL 35487-0220
Phone: (205) 348-9784
Fax: (205) 348-8453
Email: krice510@bellsouth.net

THE ACCOUNTING HISTORIANS NOTEBOOK
Editor: Joann Noe Cross
College of Business Administration
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
Oshkosh WI 54901
Fax: (920) 424-7413
E-mail: crossj@uwosh.edu
Assoc. Editor: Elliott L. Slocum
School of Accountancy
Georgia State University
P.O. Box 4050
Atlanta GA 30302
Fax: (404) 651-1033
E-mail: accels@langate.gsu.edu
Secretary:
Sandy Welch
210-497-1806
swelch@utsa.edu

HOME PAGE
Http://accounting.rutgers.edu/raw/aah
Web Administrator:
Jon Lee, Rutgers University
jonlee@raw.rutgers.edu

2003-2004 Officers
President - Dick Fleischman  fleischman@jcu.edu
President-Elect -Dan Jensen  jensen.7@osu.edu
VP-Communications - Salvador Carmona  scarmona@profesor.ie.edu
VP-International - Michael Gaffikin  gaikin@uow.edu.au
Secretary - Sandy Welch  swelch@utsa.edu
Treasurer - John Rigsby  jrigsby@cobilan.msstate.edu

Trustees:
Garry Carnegie  61-3-5227-2541  carnegie@deakin.edu.au
Edward Coffman  804-828-7193  encoffma@vcu.edu
Joann Noe Cross  920-424-1311  crossj@uwosh.edu
Dale Flesher  662-915-7623  acliff@olemiss.edu
Finley Graves  940-565-3097  gravesf@unt.edu
Sarah Holmes  979-845-7934  sholmes@cgsb.tamu.edu
Cheryl McWatters  780-492-2681  cheryl.mcwatters@ualberta.ca
Barbara Merino  940-565-3094  Merino@unt.edu
Gary Previts  216-368-2074  gip@po.cwru.edu
Vaughan Radcliffe  519-661-4107, ext. 84170  vradcliffe@ivey.ca
Bill Samson  205-348-2903  wsamson@cba.ua.edu
Rasoul Tondkar  804-828-7156  rtondka@vcu.edu
Thomas Tyson  585-385-8431  tyson@sjfc.edu
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